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Introduction
The purpose of this project is so that I can find out what the best water tempature 
is to use with a bath bomb. I want to do this project because I love relaxing and I 
want to know the best temperature of water to use my bath bomb in so it disolves 
the fastest. This project interests me because I am curious to see if  how long the 
bath bomb takes to dissolve effects how much it will fizz.  



Research Question & Hypothesis/Prediction

Research Question:

What temperature of water makes the bath bomb dissolve the 
fastest?

Hypothesis: 

If I put the bath bomb in hot water then it will dissolve the fastest 
and have the best success. 



Procedures
1. Gather ingredients for bath bombs
2. Wash and dry the molds
3. Make the bath bombs according to the recipe (Bath Bomb Recipe)
4. Let dry for 24 hours
5. In a large bowl put 8 cups of water in the bowl and set it aside so it becomes room temperature
6. In the clear bowl get cold water and add in ice until  the temperature 49 degrees
7. Take the ice out (make sure there is still only 8 cups of water and if any extra remove it.)
8. Put thermometer in bowl
9. Add in the bath bomb and start the timer

10. Once it dissolves stop the timer, take final observations
11. Clean the bowl and thermometer
12. Get the large bowl with the room temperature water and add 8 cups to the clear bowl 
13. Make sure its a temperature of 79 degrees. 
14. Repeat steps 8,9,10,11 
15. Add 8 cups of  hot water from the sink to the clear bowl
16. Make sure it’s 133 degrees
17. Repeat steps 8,9,10 

https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/1oehL0Xtca-3wKqBhf4DpaHk49rcKY80Wbj-6_kY2rUg/edit


Results
When I did my experiment bath bomb three using hot water, took the least amount of time to 
dissolve. It took just more than a minute to dissolve.  It didn’t have any residue. Bath bomb one in 
cold water, took the longest at 130 minutes. This one didn’t dissolve completely and there was a lot 
of residue on top of the water and powdery substance on the bottom of the bowl. Bath bomb 2 in 
room tempature water, dissolved in 30 minutes. There was some residue that still remained on the 
surface of the water.

I think the reason that there was residue from bath bomb one is because I used cocunut oil . 
According to the bottle, Coconut oil is solid at 75 degrees or less. Bath bomb one was 49 degrees so 
the cocunut oil most likley didn’t melt. The coconut oil starts to melt at 76 degrees. Bath bomb two 
temperature started at threes  degrees higher than this. I think that’s why there was still some residue 
left at the end. It was so close to the melting temperature and it didn’t melt all the way. Bath bomb 
three’s starting tempature was a lot higher than the melting point so the oil would have melted 
competley. 



Results



Results: Bath Bomb 1-Cold Water
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Results: Bath Bomb 2-Room Temperature



Results: Bath Bomb 2-Room Temperature
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Results: Bath Bomb 3-Hot water



Results: Bath Bomb 3-Hot water
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Discussion
In the end I was really happy with how my experiment turned out. One thing that did surprise me is how fast the 

bath bomb dissolved in hot water. The other bath bombs dissolved in 30 minutes or more however,  bath bomb three 
dissolved in just over 1 minute in the hot water. The only thing that limited me was the temperatures. It was hard getting it 
to be super hot or super cold. If I could change anything about my experiment it would be the temperatures. I would 
change the cold water to be not as cold because there wasn’t as big of a reaction. This took away from the exciting fizz.

I think another fun way to expand the experiment and change the results is to takeout or add in extra citric acid. It 
would be interesting to  see how the fizz reacts. I could also use almond oil instead of coconut oil to see how it affects the 
amount of residue in the colder temperatures. 

Now that I have done this experiment, I know that if  I want my bath bomb to fizz a lot I need hot water. Another 
temperature I could test is right in the middle of bath bomb 2 and bath bomb 3. I think that it would be interesting to see  
how it reacts. I think it would still release all the smells and oils but not dissolve and fizz as quickly as bath bomb one. So, 

now I have an idea of how to make my bath water the perfect temperature when I’m using a bath bomb.  



Conclusion
Now that I have completed the project,  I know that if I want my bath bomb to dissolve 

quickly and completly I should  use hot water.  If I want it to take a while and I don’t want it to 
dissolve completely I use very cold water. The data that I have collected supports my 
hypothesis that the bath bomb in hotter water will dissolve the fastest.  When I was testing bath 
bomb one in cold water, it took 130 minutes for it to completley stop bubbling. When I tested 
bath bomb three in really hot water it fizzed for just longer than one minute. I didn’t realize 
how fast bath bomb three would dissolve but it proved my hypothesis correct. 
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